
These are the hands
that helped to build America.

Here at Precision, we manufacture and
sell the abrasives those hands use!



RESIN FIBER DISCS
Our program of resin �ber discs is �lled with the right product for your application. We offer AO for general 

purpose applications and a premium AO for an even faster cut. We offer the sharpest Zirconia grain on the 

market that delivers extremely long grinding time. Our combination of Ceramic and AO grain product provides 

the best of those worlds at a competitive price. 

Today we are introducing the best of the best. This is a ceramic grain with the �nest crystalline structure 

providing signi�cantly improved self sharpening effect. If you are looking for the fastest cutting speeds with 

unbelievable metal removal rates combined with a top size that not only keeps the grind area cooler, but 

resists loading, this is what you have waited for.

OUR NEW CERAMIC RESIN FIBER DISC IS A LEVEL ABOVE ALL
Our new product will run against Cubitron ll all 

day long. Bring us your toughest jobs, ask our 

�eld or inside sales team for a sample of this 

product and try it with your very own hands. If 

you are using Cubitron ll, Blaze or any other “so 

called” high end ceramic resin �ber disc, be 

prepared for a real surprise.

 Size Grit PN Each

  24 60-5041 $1.64

  36 60-5042 $1.47

 4-1/2" x 7/8" 50 60-5043 $1.15

 RPM 12,000 60 60-5044 $0.98

 25/Box 80 60-5045 $0.89

  100 60-5046 $0.89

  120 60-5047 $0.89

  24 60-5051 $1.84

  36 60-5052 $1.64

 5" x 7/8" 50 60-5053 $1.30

 RPM 11,000 60 60-5054 $1.10

 25/Box 80 60-5055 $0.98

  100 60-5056 $0.98

  120 60-5057 $0.98 

  24 60-5061 $3.65

  36 60-5062 $3.26

 7" x 7/8" 50 60-5063 $2.57

 RPM 8,000 60 60-5064 $2.18

 25/Box 80 60-5065 $1.98

  100 60-5066 $1.98

  120 60-5067 $1.98
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